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Linkus iOS Version

iOS Version 1.6.5

March 5, 2018

1. Added email login method.
2. Added Help documents in Linkus.
3. Improved the login security.
4. Optimized the user experience of receiving calls and ending calls.
5. Optimized call logs.

iOS Version 1.5.10

January 26, 2018

6. Added support for displaying the name of mobile phone contact when a Linkus call comes.
7. Fixed the Linkus login failure issue.

iOS Version 1.5.9

January 12, 2018

1. Improved the stability of Linkus client.

iOS Version 1.5.8

January 10, 2018

8. Compatible with Yeastar Cloud PBX.
9. Fixed the Linkus Contacts issue: if the contact number contains blank characters, you cannot dial the number out through Linkus.

iOS Version 1.5.3

November 28, 2017

10. Added support to make Linkus calls via Siri.
11. Added support for iPhone X.
12. Optimized number rewriting feature: users can directly rewrite the contact’s number on Linkus, then dial the customized number.
13. Optimized “Linkus Login” e-mail: added download information of Linkus client in the e-mail.
14. Fixed the compatibility issue with iOS11: the Linkus screen would blink.
15. Fixed the compatibility issue with iOS11: the callee could not hear any voice for first two seconds when he/she receive a Linkus call.
16. Fixed the Linkus dial pad issue: searching contacts by name could not work when users were trying to add a conference member.
17. Fixed the dial pad issue: there was no keypad tone when dialing number during conference or making a second-dial.
18. Deleted Background Mode settings.

iOS Version 1.4.8

September 28, 2017
1. Fixed the issue of call push when a Linkus Server version earlier than 1.4.7 was used.

iOS Version 1.4.7

September 18, 2017
19. Added Call Waiting feature.
20. Added support for Italian and German User Interface.
21. Optimized interaction between Linkus Mobile Client and iOS: iOS Callkit will not only be used to receive calls from Linkus but also make Linkus calls.
22. Optimized Call Push feature and improved the success rate of pushing incoming call.

iOS Version 1.3.8

June 16, 2017
1. Improved Linkus security: users would be forced to change the Linkus login password after login.
2. Improved Linkus stability: Linkus client would stay online for a long time.

iOS Version 1.2.15

May 9, 2017
1. Added support for Russian User Interface.
2. Added compatibility with K2 VoIP PBX Linkus server.
3. Improved the success rate of pushing incoming calls.

iOS Version 1.2.7

April 1th, 2017
1. Added support for Turkish User Interface.
2. Fixed the login issue: if you entered both local IP and remote IP in the login page, you could not log in Linkus via an external Wi-Fi network.
Release Note for Linkus Client

iOS Version 1.2.6

March 30, 2017
3. Added Conference feature.
4. Added support for checking voicemail.
5. Added Linkus debug feature.
6. Added support for answering and terminating a Linkus call via Bluetooth headset.
7. Deleted “Call Waiting” setting.

iOS Version 1.1.14

2017.01.18
1. Added support for Turkish interface.
2. Added support for enabling and disabling Dialpad Touch Tones.
3. Optimized loading speed of extension status.
4. Fixed the issue that Linkus client could not connect to the server after upgrading the Linkus App.

iOS Version 1.1.8

2017.01.04
1. Added support for logging in Linkus client via QR scan code or login link.
2. Added support for checking and playing one-touch recording files on Linkus client.
3. Added blind transfer feature.
4. Limit Linkus login attempts 5 times to protect Linkus from brute force attacks.
Release Note for Linkus Client

Linkus Android Version

**Android Version 1.6.7**

March 5, 2018

1. Added email login method.
2. Added Help documents in Linkus.
3. Improved the login security.
4. Optimized the user experience of receiving calls and ending calls.
5. Optimized call logs.
6. Optimized Debug function.
7. Fixed the recording issue on Android 4.4.

**Android Version 1.5.12**

January 26, 2018

1. Fixed the issue that Linkus would log out automatically.
2. Added support for displaying the name of mobile phone contact when a Linkus call comes.

**Android Version 1.5.11**

January 18, 2018

2. Added Background Mode setting.
3. Optimized number rewriting feature: users can directly rewrite the contact’s number on Linkus, then dial the customized number.
4. Fixed the Linkus dial pad issue: searching contacts by name could not work when users were trying to add a conference member.
5. Fixed the Linkus dial pad issue: there was no keypad tone when dialing number during conference or making a second-dial.

**Android Version 1.4.9**

January 10, 2018

1. Compatible with Yeastar Cloud PBX.

**Android Version 1.4.8**

September 27, 2017
1. Fixed the issue that the call answering screen wouldn’t show when the phone was locked and slide to unlock had been enabled.

**Android Version 1.4.7**

September 18, 2017

1. Added Call Waiting feature.
2. Added support for Italian and German User Interface.
3. Improved call stability.
5. Optimized feature for answering a Linkus call via Bluetooth headset: users can answer a Linkus call by pressing the corresponding button on Bluetooth headsets or ordinary headsets.

**Android Version 1.3.8**

June 16, 2017

1. Added Conference feature.
2. Optimized Call Push feature: when the phone screen is locked, users can answer incoming calls directly without an unlock operation.
3. Improved Linkus security: users would be forced to change the Linkus login password after login.

**Android Version 1.2.15**

May 9, 2017

1. Added support for Russian User Interface.
2. Added compatibility with K2 VoIP PBX Linkus server.
3. Improved the stability of Linkus client.

**Android Version 1.2.7**

April 1th, 2017

1. Added support for Turkish User Interface.
2. Fixed the login issue: if you entered both local IP and remote IP in the login page, you could not log in Linkus via an external Wi-Fi network.

**Android Version 1.2.6**

March 30, 2017

1. Added support for checking voicemail.
2. Added Linkus debug feature.
3. Added support for Google FCM (FireBase Cloud Messaging) service.
4. Added support for answering and terminating a Linkus call via Bluetooth headset.
5. Deleted “Call Waiting” setting.

**Android Version 1.1.8**

February 10, 2017

1. Fixed the issue that the Linkus client could not get time zone for some areas.
2. Fixed the issue users could not log in Linkus client via domain name.
3. Fixed the flashback issue on Linkus client, improved the stability of the Linkus client.

**Android Version 1.1.7**

2017.01.18

1. Added support for logging in Linkus client via QR scan code or login link.
2. Added support for checking and playing one-touch recording files on Linkus client.
3. Added blind transfer feature.
4. Limit Linkus login attempts 5 times to protect Linkus from brute force attacks.
5. Added support for Turkish interface.
6. Added support for enabling and disabling Dialpad Touch Tones.
7. Optimized loading speed of extension status.
8. Fixed the issue that Linkus client could not connect to the server after upgrading the Linkus App.